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The ionic conductivity of ceramic Gd,Zrl -,02-,I2 and Nd,Zrl -,02
solid solutions is measured
as a function of composition. Both solid solutions are of the defect fluorite type and the fluoriterelated ordered pyrochlore phase is present around the stoichiometric compositions Gd,Zr,O, and
Nd,Zrz07. A s a function of composition the conductivity goes through a maximum for stoichiometric Gd?Zr,O, whereas the conductivity is minimal for Nd,Zr,O,. It appears t h a t a t the stoichiometric pyrochlore composition both, activation enthalpy A H and pre-exponential factor u,, are
minimal and t h a t the absolute magnitude of the pre-exponential factor accounts for the difference
in the net conductivity effect of the systems studied. The results obtained from both, single crystalline and ceramic samples can be correlated with t h e defect structure and ordering in the anion
sublattice and with deviations of Vegard's law in the fluorite subcell dimensions. No discontinuity
of uo or AH is observed at the fluorite-pyrochlore phase boundary. This suggests the existence
of a hybrid phase around the fluorite-pyrochlore phase boundary in this type of system.
Die Ionenleitfahigkeit von keramischen Gd,Zrl -,02 - z / 2 und Nd,Zrl -,Oe -,p-Mischkristallen wird
81s Funktion der Zusammensetzung gemessen. Beide Mischkristalle sind vom Fluorit-Defekttyp
und die fluoritverkniipfte geordnete Pyrochlorphase esistiert um den Bereich der stochiometrischen
Zusammensetzungen Gd,Zr,O, und Nd,Zr,O,. I n Abhingigkeit von der Zusammensetzung durchliiuft die Leitfiihigkeit ein Maximum far stijchiornetrisches Gd,Zr,O,, wiihrend die Leitfiihigkeit
fur Nd,ZrzO, minimal ist. Es zeigt sich, dal3 bei der stochiometrischen Pyrochlorzusammensetzung
sowohl die Aktivierungsenthalpie AHals auch der prii-exponentielle Faktor a, minimal sind und daI3
die absolute Gro8e des prii-exponentiellen Faktors die Differenz in der Nettoleitfahigkeit der
untersuchten Systeme erkliirt. Die sowohl von einkristallinen als auch von keramischen Proben
erhaltenen Ergebnisse lassen sich mit der Defektstruktur und der Ordnung im Anionenuntergitter
und mit den Abweichungen der Abmessungen der Fluorit-Unterzellen von der Vegardschen Regel
korrelieren. E s wird keine Diskontinuitiit von u, oder A H an der Fluorit-Pyrochlor-Phasengrenze
beobachtet. Dies weist auf die Existenz einer Hybridphase in der Niihe der Fluorit-PyrochlorPhasengrenze in diesem Systemtyp hin.

1. Introduction
Zirconia forms cubic solutions of the defect fluorite type with oxides of several divalent and trivalent metals. For substitution with Ln(II1) oxide (where Ln is one of
the lanthanide ions) the substitution reaction is

Hence this substitution gives rise to a defect concentration x/4ui in the anion sublattice where uo is the fluorite cell edge.
Depending both on the type of substituent ion as well as the temperature and oxygen
pressure, interaction with atmosphere can take place according to either of the followl)
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ing reactions :

V,
0,

+ a 0,

0,

+ 2h' ,

z + 0, + Vb + 2e' ,

(2)

(3)
and hence under certain conditions p- or n-type electronic defects exist in these solids.
Due to the defects in the anion sublattice this type of compound exhibits fast oxygen diffusion, especially a t elevated temperatures while the activation energy for oxygen diffusion is of the order of 100 kJlmo1.
As a function of substituent concentration these so-called stabilized zirconias usually exhibit a conductivity maximum a t the low substitution side of the cubic phase
field when the anion defect concentration is about 5%. Extensive reviews on this
subject have been given by Etsell and Flengas [ l ] and more recently by Dell and
Hooper 1121. Because of the high oxygen Conductivity the stabilized zirconias can be
applied as solid electrolytes in high-temperature fuel cells, oxygen monitoring and
measuring systems and, because of their refractoriness, can also be used as MHD
electrodes [3, 41.
As the anion vacancy concentration is increased it is supposed that conductivity
decreases due to interactions of vacancies with each other and with cations, which
effectively reduce the concentration of mobile vacancies. Moreover, substitution
of larger ions for Z I ~ a+t the low substitution side of the cubic phase field may lead
to a narrowing of the passages for the diffusing ions and hence causes an increase of
the activation enthalpy for diffusion [5,6]. However, the detailed nature of these phenomena is not well understood. Relaxation and ordering effects which may occur in
the anion sublattice are strongly enhanced when there is also ordering in the cation
sublattice [5].
In the case of calcia and yttria stabilized zirconia it was found that after prolonged
annealing the conductivity can decrease considerably depending on annealing temperature and atmosphere. These ageing effects were studied by transmission electron
microscopy and diffuse scattering was observed due t o the intergrowth of small domains of CaZr,O, [7] or of CaZr,O, and monoclinic ZrO, [8] in calcia stabilized zirconia.
However, neither the influence of cation ordering nor the ordering of anion vacancies
in a number of possible vacancy superstructures, which are well known in defect
fluorite-type M O z - ~structures 19, 101 on ionic conductivity, are well understood.
For these reasons we investigated the conductivity in ZrO,-Gd,O, and ZrO,-Nd,O,
solid solutions. I n these systems the fluorite-type solid solutions exist in a wide composition range and, moreover, the compounds Gd,Zr,O, and Nd,Zr,O, exist with pyrochlore structure characterized by a long-range order of cation and anion vacancies.
The pyrochlore structure of stoichiometric Ln,Zr,O, (SG Fd3m) can be derived
from the fluorite structure (SG Pm3m) by doubling the fluorite cell edge, placing the
large Lns+ ions a t l6c, the smaller Zfl+ ions a t 16d and the 0,- ions a t 8a and 48f,
leaving the fluorite position 8b vacant. The space group parameter z(48f) is about
0.41, due to the tendency of the remaining anions t o shift in the direction of the vacant
8b positions. The structure can be described as a three-dimensional framework formed
from vertex-sharing ZrO, octahedra. The seventh anion does not form part of this
framework. The oxygen sublattice contains strings in the (110) directions where oxygen positions alternate between occupied and vacant.
It is possible to introduce a concentration of point defects (oxygen vacancies or
interstitials) by substituting Ln3f or Zldt ions, respectively, in the stoichiometric
Ln$r,O,. The extension and stability of the non-stoichiometric pyrochlore phases
L n ~ ~ , Z r k $ x 0 7 are
T , mainly determined by the ionic radius ratio rLns+/rZra+[ l l ] and for
this reason it is expected that the extension of the pyrochlore phase is larger for the
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Zr0,-Nd,O, than for the Zr0,-Gd,O, system. A phase diagram for the Zr0,-Gd,O,
system was given by Perez y Jorba [ll] and for the Zr0,7Nd,0, system by Perez
y Jorba [ l l ] and Rouanet [12].
I n the Zr0,-Gd,O, system the pyrochlore phase is bell-shaped within the defect
fluorite phase. At 1000 "C the phase boundaries are a t about 46 and 53 atyo Gd3f.
The maximum pyrochlore-fluorite transition temperature is about 1550 "C a t the
stoichiometric composition Gd,Zr,O,.
Disagreement exists in literature for the Zr0,-Nd,O, phase diagram. According t o
Perez y Jorba [ll] the lower boundary of the cubic phase is a t 22 mol% Nd01,5, the
pyrochlore single phase being located between 30 and 57 atyo Ndst. According t o
Rouanet [12], however, the pyrochlore single phase is only found in a very narrow
region around the stoichiometric Nd,Zr,O, composition, the hypo- and hyperstoichiometric compositions actually being two-phase mixt,ures of pyrochlore phase with cation disordered defect fluorite and T1,0, structure, respectively.
Our aim is to study the influence of bot,h cation and anion vacancy ordering on the
oxygen conductivity. Of special int,erest is the conductivity behaviour in the vicinity
of the stoichiometric pyrochlore composition. If the oxygen vacancies are completely
ordered in stoichiometric materials, vacancies are changed into non-occupied struct,uralsites. The concentration of niobile species then varies strongly immediately around
the stoichiometric composit,ion while it is mainly determined by the intrinsic defect
equilibria of the pyrochlore structure. Non-stoichiometric compositions can be considered as stoichiometric compounds doped with one of the end members of the binary
system. This causes introduction of extrinsic defects in the oxygen sublattice. Both
effects mentioned above will influence the conductivity and will be investigated.

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1 Preparation of specimens

< <

Cubic solid solutions GdzZrl-zOz-zp and N d z Z r l - z O ~ - z ~with
~ 0.2
z 0.6 were
prepared by means of a wet chemical method based upon the dropwise thermolysis
of a viscous precursor consisting of a citrate complex of zirconia and lanthanide ions
using ammonium nitrate as a swelling agent [13]. After 15 min calcination a t 900 t o
1000 "C the resulting powder consists of highly sinter-reactive '-'popcorn-like" powder
agglomerates having crystallite sizes in the range of 100 to 150 A and a purity of about
97.5%.
After granulating, powder compacts were isostatically pressed a t 400 N/mm2 reaching a green density of 48 to 51 yo of the theoretical density.
After preheating a t 1300 "C for 48 h to remove remaining volatile impurities the
pellets were sintered a t 1550 "C for 70 h in a n oxygen atmosphere. Cylindrical samples
(discs) were then cut out of the pellets and subsequently annealed a t 1000 "C for
100 h.
2.2 Characterization of specimens

After sintering a t 1550 "C the density of the specimens, determined pycnometrically,
is 92 to 97 yoof the theoretical density, based upon an oyxgen vacancy defect structure.
As a result of the relatively low sintering temperature the average grain size of the
specimens is then 2 to 4 pin as revealed by scanning electron microscopy on wellpolished and thermally etched specimens. A well-developed ceramic microstructure
with uniform grain size is present showing no visible impurities a t thegrain boundaries
and with pores mainly situated a t these boundarie8 (Fig. 1 ) .
The composition of the samples was determined by X-ray fluorescence analysis,
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph
of the microstructure of a ceramic
Gdo.5oZro.so01.75 sample, prepared
via the citrate synthesis, siritered at
1550 "C during 70 h

having a relative accuracy better than 0.4%. This analysis also revealed that the final
purity of the specimens is better than 99.5%. X-ray diffraction on ground material
prepared in the manner j u s t mentioned showed no second phase in either of the specimens. Comparison of the half-widths of the X-ray diffraction lines with those of
a reference silicon standard revealed that the specimens were very homogeneous.
Specimens with compositions between 46 and 53 a t % Gd3+ and specimens with
compositions between 38 and 55 atyo Nd3+ showed the characteristic pyrochlore superstructure reflections due to long-range ordering of cations. These results are for the
Zr0,-Gd,O, system in accordance with the phase diagram given by Perez y Jorba [l 11.
Our X-ray and neutron powder refinement results of non-stoichionietric Zr0,Nd,03 pyrochlore compositions support evidence for a hybrid crystal structure [ 141.
It should be pointed out that this is not a classical two-phase mixture according to
the phase diagram proposed by Rouanet [12] as such a mixture assumes two phases
with differing compositions and hence with differing lattice parameters which we did
not observe.
2.3 Transference number detewnination

Ionic transference numbers were determined by means of the e.m.f. method using t,he
oxygen partial pressures of air and pure oxygen. Therefore we constructed a concentration cell as depicted schematically in Fig. 2, which allowed us to handle samples in
a quick and easy way without necessity of cooling the complete system down to room
temperature when changing the samples. Samples with diameters of about 10 mm
and thicknesses of 0.5 nim were used.
Care was taken to avoid temperature gradients larger than i0.5 K over the samples.
This point was achieved by a heating system in the bottom gas flow and was checked
by thermocouples near the sample (see 5 and 11 in Fig. 2). The outlets of both oxygen
and air flows are provided with a liquid lock which allowed us t o detect even small gas
eakage along the samples by ceasing one of the flows. The samples were pressed down
onto the well-polished top side of the silica tube (see 10 in Fig. 2 ) by a weight situated
outside (see 1 in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the concentration cell used for the
e.m.f. measurements. 1 load; 2 thermocouple contacts;
3 O-ring seal; 4 gas flow (air) t o the sample (8); 5
thermocouples; 6aluminadisc with holes used for centering
and conveyknce of the gas flow from the upper side t o the
sample; 7, 9 dc sputtered platinum electrodes; 8 sample,
10 ,top of silica tube; 11 combination of thermocouple
and electrical contact; 12 gas flow (oxygen) to t h e
sample (S), this gas flow is preheated t o avoid temperature differences over the sample; 13 electrical contact

2.4 ac conductivity measuremeiits

Porous platinum electrodes with thicknesses of
about 2 pm were sputteredonto the ceramic sample
I
discs and were then submitted t,o complex admitI II lul I!!
5
tance measurements. For the frequency range
8 x lo2 to 5 x 104Hz a Wayne Kerr B 221 uni6
versal
bridge was used with a sample voltage of
13 I
I
D
100 mV and for the frequency range 5 x 104 t.0
3 x lo6Hz a Wayne Kerr B 601 radio frequency
bridge with a sample voltage of about, 60 mV.
Occasionally some samples were measured with a
5
Solartron FRA 1172 apparatus in the frequency
range 10-I to lo4 Hz enabling us to investigate
the low frequency part of the complex admittance
diagrams. All measurements were performed a t
72
temperatures between 500 and 750 "C in an air
atmosphere.
Complex admittance measurements of samples
plotted in complex plane diagrams [15] generally
show a behaviour as shown in Fig. 3. The first
semicircle can beattributed to electrode-interface polarization phenomena, the second
one is caused by polarization phenomena a t the grain boundaries [16]. The complex
admittance diagrams can be represented phenomenologically by the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 4. The high-frequency intercept with the 0'-axis yields the grain bulk
conductivit,y.
We found that the shapes of bulk conductivity versus composit,ion curves were not
affected by grain size effects.
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Fig. 3. Complex admittance diagram
of Gd0.51Zr0.4901.7~6a t T = 600 "C
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 The lattice parameter as a function of compositions

The lattice parameters for the Zr0,-Nd203 and Zr0,-Gd203 systems as measured by us
are combined with additional values given by other authors [ l l , 17 to 201 and are
shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the composition parameter x a t room temperature.
For both systems the lattice parameter2) increases with increasing lanthanide ion
content.
Perez y Jorba [ll] has stated that for all lanthanide stabilized zirconias the cell
parameter versus concentration curves show a bend a t x = 0.5. We want to emphasize
that there is another bend in these curves for x = 0.35 which was not noted before and
is especially evident in the Zr0,-Gd203 system.
The lattice parameter of fluorite and pyrochlore solid solutions &Zr20, increases
linearly with increasing ionic radius of the A3+ion as shown in Fig. 6 , where we have
plotted values measured and collected by Glushkova et al. [20]. It is obvious from Fig. G
that the bend shown in Pig. 5 for x = 0.35 is not likely to be caused by the increase
of the mean size of the cations or by long-range ordering of them. As the oxygen vacancy concentration also increases linearly with increasing lanthanide content, it is
tempting to correlate this bend with the onset of the ordering of oxygen vacancies.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 5. Lattice parameter as a function of composition in cubic solid solutions NdZZrl-,02-,p
and Gd,Zrl-,02-,/2
with 0.2 < x < 0.6. A our results, o after [ll], A [17], v [19], 0 [20]
3f

4+

Fig. 6. Lattice parameter of fluorite and pyrochlore &.50Zr0.5001.75 solid solutions as a function
of effective ionic radius of AS+.P pyrochlore phase, F fluorite phase
*) The parameter of the half pyrochlore cell and hence of the corresponding fluorite cell was
taken for pyrochlore compositions.
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Fig. 7. Ionic transference number in the
ZrO2-Nd01,5 system a8 a function of composition. o this work, A after Volchenkova [21]

02

NdO15fmol%I

--L

It will be shown in Section 3.3 that the compositions x = 0.35 and 0.5 mark special
points in the conductivity behaviour of the Zr0,-Gd,O, system.
3.2 e.m.f. measuremenfs

Results of e.m.f. measurements show that under the temperature and oxygen pressure conditions invest,igated (500 to 750 "C, P&,= 0.2 atm, PA: = 1 atm) the conductivity of the cubic Zr0,-Gd,O, solid solutions is almost purely ionic.
The results for NdzZr2-z02-z,2 solid solutions show that up to x = 0.5 the conductivity is almost purely ionic, but for concentrations with x 0.5 there is an appreciable electronic component. Our results in this system do not agree with those of
Volchenkova [21] who found much larger electronic contributions in a wide composition range in this system, even for x
0.5. Our results and those of Volchenkova [21]
are visualized in Fig. 7.

>

<

3.3 Conductivity measurements

I n Fig. 8 the grain bulk conductivities of samples in t,he Zr0,-Gd,O, system are plotted
a s a function of rare-earth content a t 520, 620, and 720 "C. As a reference a sample
containing 19.2 molyo GdOl.5 was measured because around this value the conductivity is a t its maximum [22]. The conductivities of the 19.2 molyo sample a t the temperatures mentioned are 0.05, 0.27, and 0.93 (Q ni)-l, respectively, which are quite close
to the values given in [ 2 2 ] .
From Fig. 8 it is now obvious that:
(i) the conductivity sharply decreases for
compositions between about 19 and 30 molyo
GdOl.5;
(ii) from about 30 t o about 38 molyo GdO1.5
t,he conductivity remains practically constant ;
(iii) starting a t about 38 molyo GdOl.5
the conductivity increases continuously until

Fig. 8. Grain bulk -conductivity at 520, 620, and

Gd 015lmol %I

-

720 "C as a, function of composition in the ZrO,-Gd01.5
system. F fluorite phase, P pyrochlore phase
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it reaches a maximum a t 50 molyo Gd01,5 (composition Gd,Zr,O,); in the pyrochlore phase the relative conduct,ivity increase with composition appears to be larger
than in the fluorite phase;
(iv) beyond the stoichiometric composition Gd,Zr,O, the conductivity strongly
decreases ;
(v) at low temperatures the conductivity of t,he pyrochlore phase is relatively large
compared t o the conductivity a t the low substitution level in the fluorite phase.
The composition dependence of conductivity can be more easily understood if the
results are analysed as a function of temperature. I n the well-known Arrhenius-like
equation,

AH

T
a, is a function of the effective number of mobile species and AH the activation enthalpy for migration [23].
It appears from Fig. 9, where the activation enthalpy is shown as a function of
composition, that initially the activation enthalpy increases with increasing composition. This effect was previously observed in other zirconias stabilized with larger
cations [5, 61 and was t,hen qualitatively explained by the replacement of the small
Zr4+ions by the larger substituent ions. However, such an explanation does not account
for either the relative increase of the latt,iceparameter with composition or for its effect
on the activation enthalpy.
However, the most striking feature of Pig. 9 is the decrease of activation enthalpy
for compositions between 35 and 60 molyo GdOl,band the subsequent minimum a t the
stoichiometric pyrochlore composition Gd,Zr,O,.
I n Section 3.1 it was pointed out that in the lattice parameter versus concentration
plot (Fig. 5) three distinct regions can be defined.
(i) x
0.35: A relatively slow increase of the lattice parameter with composition.
This results in a decrease of the mean size of a cation tetrahedron edge hence increasing the height of the potential barrier between adjacent occupied and vacant oxygen
sites.
(ii) 0.35 x < 0.50: The lattice parameter increases relatively fast with increasing
composition. The tetrahedron edges, especially those formed by two or three Zr4+ ions,
are so enlarged that they lower the potential barrier between adjacent oxygen sites
resulting in a decrease of the activation enthalpy.
(iii) x
0.50: I n this region two effects are involved, both resulting in an increase
of the activation enthalpy. First there is the bend in the lattice parameter versus
concentration curve already mentioned by Perez y Jorba [ll] and second the tetra-

<

<

>

Fig. 9. Activation enthalpy for ionic !conductivity as a function of composition in
the ZrO,-Gd01,5 system
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 10. Pre-exponential factor for ionic conductivity as a function of coinposition in the Zr0:GdOl.5 system
Fig. 11. Grain bulk conduct,ivity as a function of temperature for ( 0 ) a n annealed (ordered) and
(A) a n as-grown (disordered) single crystal Gdo.52Zro.4a01.74. For the annealed sample: uo = 2.18 x
X lo7 K (Q m)-l, AH = 95.2 kJ/mol; for the "as-grown" sample: a,
AH = 117.5 kJ/mol

=

1.64 x lo8 K (Q rn)-l,

hedron edges are now formed by a t least two large Gd3i ions so that the potential barrier between adjacent oxygen sites is again increased.
It can be seen from Fig. 10, where a. versus GdOl.Bcontent is shown, that the preexponential factor is practically constant up to about 35 mol% Gd01,5and then starts
t o decrease to a minimum value a t the stoichiometric composition Gd2Zr20,. Roughly
the pre-exponential factor appears to be a factor of about 20 smaller a t the stoichiometric composition than a t compositions having less than 35 mol% Gd01.5.
The influence of long-range order on the activation enthalpy and the pre-exponential factor is also demonstrated by Fig. 11. Here the conductivity is plotted both for
a single crystal Gd0.52Zr~.4801.76
annealed at 1250 "C during 20 h showing pyrochlore
X-ray reflections and for an "as-grown" and quenched
single crystal of t,he same composition which did not
show these superstructure reflections. The annealed
sample has an activation enthalpy and pre-exponential
factor comparable with values graphically shown in Fig. 9
and 10, obtained from polycrystalline samples. The
values of the "as-grown" sample are higher, again indicating a higher activation enthalpy and pre-exponential
factor in the disordered structure when compared
with the ordered structure.

Fig. 12. Grain bulk conductivity a8 a function of composition
in the pyrochlore phase of the Zr02-Nd20, system a t various
temperatures. 700, A 600, o 500 "C
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The compositional behaviour of conductivity for Nd,Zrl--202--r/2 solid solutions is
shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen that for this system a deep conductivity minimum
occurs a t the stoichiometric composition Nd,Zr,O,. The behaviour of AH and a,, versus
composition is, however, similar for both systems. Both activation enthalpy ( A H ) and
pre-exponential factor (a,) have a minimum value a t the stoichiometric pyrochlore
composition Nd,Zr,O, (Fig. 13, 14).
The decrease of activation enthalpy with Composition for the Nd,Zrl -z02-x12
solid
solutions studied with x
0.5 is again predicted by the relatively large increase of
the lattice parameter with the composition in this composition range.
The difference in conductivity behaviour of the Zr0,-Gd,O, and Zr0,-Nd,O, systems
is mainly due to the anomalously low value of the pre-exponential factor for Nd,Zr,O,.
This anomaly is caused by the different defect structures of both systems.
Our neutron refinement results [16] show that stoichiometric Nd,Zr,O, has an almost
perfect pyrochlore structure but that hypo- and hyperstoichiometric Nd,Zrl-z02-z/2
pyrochlore compositions are partially disordered in the anion sublattice as is revealed
by the occupation of the 8b posit,ion which is zero only for a n ideally stoichiometric
pyrochlore.
The concentration of intrinsic defects a t a given temperature is larger for Gd,Zr,O,
than for Nd,Zr,O,. This can be made plausible from the lower stability of Gd,Zr,O,
with respect t o NdzZr20,, which is reflected by differences in melting point and disordering temperature.
Comparison of Pig. 10 and 14 shows t h a t the pre-exponential factor for hypostoichiometric Nd,Zrl --202--2,2 pyrochlore is somewhat smaller, but well comparable with
fluorite GdzZrl-z02-x/2 with x
0.44. Indeed for a nonstoichiometric pyrochlore
with a relatively large excess of oxygen ions with respect to the oxygen concentration
in stoichiometric pyrochlore, the influence of intrinsic defects as present in stoichiometric pyrochlore is negligible.
It can be easily seen from Fig. 8 t o 10 that no discontinuity exists in the curves for
c, E, and a, a t the fluorite-pyrochlore phase boundary of the ZrO,-G;$O, system.
However, the a, and lattice parameter versus composition curves show a bend and in

<

<

Nd0,5 (md %I

Fig. 13

-

NdOl, Imol lb)

-

Fig. 14

Pig. 13. Activation enthalpy for ionic conductivity as a function of concentration in the pyrochlore phase of the ZrO2-Nd01.5 system
Fig. 14. Re-exponential factor for ionic conductivity as a function of concentration in the pyrochlore phase of the ZrO,-Nd01,5 system
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particular the activation enthalpy has a maximum a t x = 0.35. The same holds essentially for the Zr0,-Nd,O, system. This follows when our results (Fig. 12 to 14) are compared with literature data on the low substitution side of this system [21,22].
If the maximum at x = 0.35 is due to ordering phenomena in the anion sublattice, possibly accompanied by short-range order in the cation sublattice, the continuity a t the fluorite-pyrochlore phase boundary strongly supports the occurrence
of a hybrid phase in this type of system. The fluorite-pyrochlore phase boundary then
separates a region of small pyrochlore-like regions in a defect fluorite matrix and of
fluorite-like regions in a pyrochlore matrix.
The hybrid phase is then an intermingled structure of ordered and disordered regions,
separated by continuous coherent boundaries. If such a hybrid system consists of
both a well and a poor conducting phase, the overall conductivity of the system has to
be described by a percolation process as both types of regions coexist in more or less
comparable concentrations.
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